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When Jodi used to get consumed with stress she would set you back her office break out the Zanax and
lick it a little at the same time (she didn’t want her doctor to believe she was an addict so those pups
were rationed). Well, forget about!! Zanax that is! Jodi quit her cushy corporate job and visited find
herself.s Quotation).#Jodisaysyes”s not my Job to Judge, nonetheless it is my Hobby”Pick a finger”It’ and
“ “! Find herself she did at the local content hour sipping some Sauvignon Blanc posting her Jodisms like “
She recognized she had held everything bottled up (except your wine) and made a decision to unleash it if
for nothing else her health. Welcome to “ The Badass Lifestyle guidebook for the empowered woman”In
Your Face! (Her preferred Joan River’ Flip through the web pages and sign up for Jodi as she breaks it
down, gets it off her upper body and writes what you know you are thinking! This Dr of Asian Metaphysical
Sciences is definitely Zin (as in Crimson Zin), not really Zen, and her Pomeranians are Ying & Yang. So go get
some wine, a good Groth Savignon Blanc will pair nicely with this reserve and get ready to sip and giggle the
night time away…
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Jodi LaBossiere's IN THAT PERSON gets to the heart of how you could be your best We all need someone
like Jodi LaBossiere in our lives: and if you don't have someone who is ready to inform you what you should
hear instead of what you should hear, you then need to get her publication IN YOUR FACE.. She makes you
look at yourself in ways like you never have before Jodi's lifestyle sights are down best hysterical and she
presents them with a breath of oxygen.. I could not put this publication down! If we go through life
looking for others to inform us who we have been and what we deserve then we will waste our entire
existence.#vintage#epic great assistance and guaranteed laughter!I love the truth that she is able to
tackle the serious topics with her own sense of humor and sense of personal, and that is why is it so much
easier to take and see ways to apply it. She enables you to look at yourself in ways like you never have
before; it's a gem. I had a lot of fun and got some great tips too on taking in and . Get ready to laugh, cry
and even stop to accomplish the exercises! Actually, she makes you wish to accomplish them! Jodi says just
what we want to, but don't! This one is not to be missed... or even gives you permission to be that crazy or
funny. Have fun with this read! Thought-provoking and hilarious! If Jodi's "in your face" writing design
doesn't get you thinking, then contact 9-1-1 because you may be dead. Because the holidays approach,
Chapter 7 is crucial read! Funny and In Your Face!! We enjoyed this fun go through by Jodi immensely....it
had been like someone experienced my thoughts and wrote them down in a publication..Though it is written

primarily with women in mind, it has great reminders for us all with regards to putting your very best self
forward, not selling yourself short rather than allowing fear to stop you in being the very best person you
could be..thanks a lot Jodi! Some typos...but other than that.. She understands her stuff and isn't afraid to
talk about it..fun and witty late night reading! Haven't laughed so difficult like I did so while reading this
Haven't laughed so difficult like I did so while scanning this! And in the true Jodi-ism way, she presents
plenty of tips and tricks to set you straight on almost every web page. Irreverent and thankfully
therefore counter everything overly PC - plus some sage advice!. Experienced me laughing and also putting
the tips to use! I had a lot of fun and got some very nice tips too on taking in and more. She's living true
to herself and urges her readers to take action, too. Much more likely a sapphire! If only more women
thought like this. Life does not have to be overly ... If only more women thought like this. Life doesn't have
to become overly complicated. Jodi's wit is usually second to none and provides great humor. Readable and
entertaining completely. A reserve done well.!! Thanks to Jodi for her amazing advice. Dr. A must read!! This
book is amazing. You will laugh out loud!Jodi keeps it real completely! 5 Superstar this fun read!Definitely a
book that will reach you and talk with you wherever you are, IN YOUR FACE gets to the heart of how
you could be your best. Jodi doesn't restrain in this really hilarious watch of life, friends, people, beauty,
health, relationships and philosophical living. Funny as hell Funny as hell! Reads quick and is definitely funny
and witty as heck. My favourite component "does my bum look big in this" if you're asking then the answer
is YES! Awesome book .One of the big points for me as a guy reading it is that we all have to know our
own worth.. It will keep you laughing and giggling all the way through. You can't allow other people to define
it for you, and you also definitely can't wait around on others to validate it. Also to the readers- it really
works if you stay with it. LaBossiere is witty, insightful and really hilarious. Knowing what a truly classy
lady she is in person, I found the usage of poor grammar and foul vocabulary somewhat disconcerting..
entertaining Jodi's publication is entertaining. All ladies should read this book cover to cover. This content is
good even though some thoughts are reworded information that is around forever. Witty Sassy Fun AND
FUNNY Loved this Book! I've been laughing out loud and folks have already been wondering why..!
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